
EVENT TITLE: Flash Fiction: Forward to the Future! 
 
EVENT DESCRIPTION: Not even twenty years ago, flash fiction—aka, snap fiction, 
sudden fiction, short shorts, et al—was considered a new and experimental form. With 
flash fiction journals, workshops, anthologies, and courses abound, flash has taken its 
place amongst better-known genres and forms. Does this mean flash has lost its edge? 
What does the future hold for the form? Five flash writers will discuss flash's past, its 
status in today's literary landscape, and share their thoughts on where the genre is headed. 
 
EVENT CATEGORY: Fiction Craft & Criticism 
 
Event Organizer & Moderator 
Michael Czyzniejewski: Michael Czyzniejewski is the author of three collections of 
stories: I Will Love You for the Rest of My Life: Breakup Stories, Chicago Stories, and 
Elephants in Our Bedroom. He teaches at Missouri State University, where he edits for 
Moon City Press and Moon City Review. 
 
Event Participants 
Elizabeth Crowder is Acquisitions Editor for X-R-A-Y Literary Magazine and Associate 
Editor for Uncharted Magazine. Her writing appears in SmokeLong Quarterly, Pithead 
Chapel, and elsewhere. 
 
Tommy Dean has written two flash fiction chapbooks Special Like the People on TV and 
Covenants. His flash story collection, Hollows, is debuting in February 2022. He is the 
editor at Fractured Lit and Uncharted Magazine. 
 
Kim Magowan lives in San Francisco and teaches at the Department of Literatures and 
Languages at Mills College. She is the author of two story collections, How Far I've 
Come (2022) and Undoing (2018), and the novel The Light Source. She is the editor-in-
chief and fiction editor of Pithead Chapel. 
 
Hananah Zaheer is the author of Lovebirds. She serves as Fiction Editor for Los Angeles 
Review and a senior editor for South Asian Avant Garde: a dissident literary anthology, 
and is the founder of Dubai Literary Salon. 
 
Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements 
Flash fiction is a healthy and prosperous form, a growing genre that has found its place in 
American letters, and letters worldwide. This diverse panel—made up of authors, editors, 
teachers, and artists—will present a comprehensive rundown of flash, including both 
experiential and speculative views on the genre's place in the overall landscape. As flash 



fiction's influence grows, this panel will frankly discuss its challenges, both past and 
present, and speak to its hopefully prosperous future. 
 
Participant Initial Remarks 
Elizabeth Crowder believes flash breaks down barriers for non-traditional/diverse 
writers (and readers), and writers without formal schooling/MFAs, because it allows for 
and celebrates experimentation, focuses more on genuineness/feeling/instinct/heart, and 
less on more traditional story structure/sentence structure, etc. It feels a bit unregulated in 
an exciting and surprising way and she thinks the future of flash will continue to push this 
amorphous boundary. She thinks it also lends itself to inclusivity/accessibility in the 
sense that all writers, whether they feel more comfortable writing poetry, longer fiction, 
or nonfiction, can try their hand at it and be successful. No two stories are alike, which is 
not something she can often say for the longer stories she reads. 
 
Tommy Dean will discuss flash making it into story collections published by big our 
publishers, Gwen Kirby, Venita Blackburn, Amber Sparks, for example. 
 
Kim Magowan notes that until very recently, flash fiction in and of itself was considered 
experimental—that is, simply writing a story that was very short counted as "hybrid" or 
experimental" writing, according to many submission guidelines for book contests. As 
flash fiction becomes more "normal," its experimental iterations have moved to form. 
That is, as an editor, she’s seeing in her submission queue more odd and innovative 
stories: stories that are how-to directions, or breathless sentences, or anaphora. Some of 
her favorite flash stories push these experiments to new limits: Shes read stories that are 
composed of the invented names of paint colors, or shaped as flow charts, or crossword 
puzzles, or outlines, or mathematical story problems. Because flash fiction is so short, it 
lends itself to these kinds of innovative forms. 
 
Hananah Zaheer believes in the experimental and inclusive nature of flash pub market 
and how that serves to help underrepresented communities of writers who may find 
cultural and traditional barriers in more “traditional” outlets. So it’s a benefit for art, as 
well as the publications credits for a career. Readership also accepts “different” and new 
ways of storytelling in shorter, more digestable forms. For her, it’s really the playground 
of fiction at the moment, offering the most freedom. 
 
Moderator Questions 

1. Years ago—20 years, maybe—I saw a flash panel at AWP where one participant 
tried to define flash by length, calling stories under 200 words a “micro,” 201-500 
words a “flash,” 501-1000 words a “short.” Is there any need for these 
designations? Are the terms more or less interchangeable? 



2. As everyone on the panel is an editor, what trends have you seen in flash 
submissions? How have things changed? How does your press/journal treat flash 
submissions in relation to other submissions? 

3. What separates a piece you accept from a piece that’s rejected? What are the 
common missteps you’re seeing in submissions? 

4. Do you still encounter presses, editors, readers—any consumers of writing—who 
reject flash? What do you/would you say to someone with this perspective? 

5. What are your concerns about flash moving forward? Do you think its popularity 
will wane, or do you think it will further solidify itself, perhaps as even a separate 
genre? 

 
Q&A 
The panel will open the floor up to questions from the audience for the final 10-15 
minutes of the allotted time. 
 
 
 
 


